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Abstract We propose a mechanism to support URLLC Open-RAN ultra-low latency over a MESH-PON,
serving dense deployment of small cell and MEC nodes in an access network. We show the possibility,
under given assumptions, to achieve application-to-application end-to-end latency below 1ms.

Introduction
Support for ultra-low latency applications (i.e., of
the order of 1ms or less end-to-end) is one of the
key requirements for 5G and beyond in order to
support mission-critical applications such as In-
telligent Transport Systems (ITS), industry 4.0,
public safety, including use of Augmented Real-
ity (AR) technology1. Cloud Radio Access Net-
works (C-RAN), and Multi Access Edge Comput-
ing (MEC) can help support these requirements
by enabling network densification and local data
processing and storage. From a networking per-
spective, when considering end-to-end (i.e., from
source to destination at the application level) the
latency accumulates in three sections: in the RAN
(due to transmission distance and stack process-
ing), in the fronthaul transmission from Radio Unit
(RU) to Distributed Unit/Centralised Unit (DU/CU)
(due to transmission distance and data schedul-
ing if operating over a PON) and in the transport
from the DU/CU towards the MEC node running
the application.

In a traditional RAN, the access latency is the
amount of time the User Equipment (UE) appli-
cation traffic needs to wait for allocation of uplink
resource before transmission, which is generally
assigned to the UE via a set of Downlink Con-
trol Information (DCI) messages in 5G New Radio
(NR). The latency between buffer status report
by the UE and the corresponding uplink resource
grant allocation via DCI messages is 4 time slots
(e.g., 2 ms for 0.5 ms slot duration2). This is the
largest contributing factor to RAN access latency.
In order to address this bottleneck, Coordinated
Grant Scheduling (CGS) (for uplink) and Semi-
Persistent Scheduling (SPS) (in downlink) were
proposed3, which semi-statically pre-allocate up-
link resources (typically a group of Physical Re-
source Blocks (PRBs)) to UEs so that they can
send their uplink traffic without making a request,
thus avoiding waiting for the scheduling of uplink
resources.

The second source of delay, as mentioned
above, is given by the uplink scheduling mech-
anism, when the RAN is transported over a PON.
This latency becomes critical if the RAN works

on an eCPRI split (i.e., above split 6, with split
7.2 being typical for Open-RAN4). Here, if the
PON and RAN schedulers are not coordinated,
data from the UE will also need to queue at the
ONU side waiting for the PON upstream grant
to be provided by the OLT. This coordination is-
sue was recently solved with the development of
cooperative Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation (Co-
DBA)5 implemented over a Coordinated Trans-
port Interface (CTI)6. This requires the OLT to
fetch prior UE uplink scheduling information from
DU/CU and use it to estimate the packet size and
arrival time at the RU (which in this case is collo-
cated with an ONU). Then the OLT can pre-assign
uplink resources to the ONU so that the packets
from the UEs have minimal queuing once they ar-
rive at the ONU.

However, this does not solve the issue of la-
tency at the application level. As mentioned
above, low latency requires the use of methods
like CGS in the RAN, where information about in-
coming data from the UE is not known in advance
and thus cannot be passed to the OLT for CTI co-
ordination. CTI currently does not support a RAN
that uses the CGS for ultra-low latency. One of
the contributions of this work is introducing an up-
dated CTI that can support low-latency RAN op-
erations.

The third source of network latency is the data
transmission between the DU/CU and the server
running the application. Typically, this is sent over
the network to a Central Office (CO) or a MEC
node, and can involve multiple layer 2 or layer
3 hops, depending on the network configuration.
We address these shortcomings through the new
MESH-PON approach described below.

We base our architecture on virtualised PONs
(vPONs) operating over a mesh access topol-
ogy7. A MESH-PON makes use of technology
such as wavelength reflectors at splitter locations
as in8 (or other configurations as in9,10) to enable
direct communications between end points (i.e.,
without the need of OEO conversion and packet
scheduling by the OLT located at the source of the
PON tree in the central office). It should be no-
ticed that a standard PON that does not support



Fig. 1: System architecture for our Variable Bandwidth Fronthaul approach to cloud-RAN

mesh connectivity can only operate as a point to
multipoint. Thus the only option to achieve con-
nectivity between end points is to communicate
to an OLT located at the source of the PON tree
(i.e., at the CO), thus accumulating considerable
latency over each round trip. In our MESH-PON,
a vPON can be dynamically created among a set
of nodes that require direct communications. For
example a number of small cell RUs can create
a vPON that includes an MEC node that hosts
the DU/CU servers controlling the small cell RUs.
The virtualisation aspect (combined with a flexible
and tunable physical layer) enables the connec-
tivity among this set of nodes to be created and
modified dynamically (i.e., if due to a change in
load or services a set of small cell RUs needs to
connect to a different MEC node). We thus pro-
pose a method to coordinate transmission from
RAN to a first MEC node hosting the DU/CU (first
tier) and then from there to another MEC node
(second tier) hosting the application. It should be
noted that it is possible for the same MEC node to
host both DU/CU and applications. However, our
solution allows for a more general case, where
a functional chain might be spread across more
than one location. A simple reason can be due to
different ownership: the owner of the C-RAN and
that of the application can be different entities that
run their services from different MEC nodes. Our
contribution can be summarised as follows:

1. In the first tier, we propose an enhanced co-
operative DBA which can support CGS, to
achieve ultra-low latency both in the RAN and
fronthaul PON transport.

2. In the second tier we propose an uplink-to-
downlink switching mechanism between vir-
tual PONs that minimizes latency towards the
application MEC node.

System Architecture
Fig. 1 presents the system architecture and use
case. We consider a fixed-mobile converged ar-
chitecture, where a mesh TWDM-PON is used for
sharing C-RAN fronthaul with residential broad-
band users (not shown in the figure). For the
low-latency RAN we target types of URLLC ap-
plications with latency requirements of the order
of 1ms1. In order to meet this tight end-to-end la-
tency, we propose the following coordinated two-
tier vPON scheduling method.

The architecture is composed of a number of
PON end points serving small cell RU sites, which
are provided with tunable ONU capability, and
MEC nodes that are provided with tunable OLT
capability (i.e., able to communicate with multiple
RUs and other OLTs at the same time). Other
residential users (not shown here) can be served
by regular, low-cost, non-tunable ONUs. ONUs
connected to RUs providing URLLC services (re-
ferred to as priority-UE traffic) can create a virtual
PON slice with the OLT located at nearby MEC
nodes (MEC-1 in this case) to transport the fron-
thaul data with low latency. We refer to this vPON
slice as the 1st-tier and its path is illustrated with
the red-colored dashed line in Fig. 1.

In order to achieve low latency, the first tier re-
quires a novel, enhanced Co-DBA mechanism,
to efficiently incorporate the CGS resources that
can deliver URLLC. As the Radio Resource Con-
trol (RRC) block in the CU semi-statically allo-
cates a set of CGS resources to a specific UE for
URLLC services, our algorithm passes this infor-
mation to the OLT, so that it can calculate uplink
grants for the Co-DBA. A conservative approach,
implemented in this work, is to consider the al-
located CGS resources regardless of how many
PRBs the UE is actually using. However, effi-



ciency could be further improved by measuring
the current UE traffic and then estimate the per-
centage of the CGS resources that is occupied in
the uplink and use it along with the typical mac
scheduling information for calculating the grants.

The second-tier vPON slice in our proposed ar-
chitecture targets ultra-low latency in the connec-
tion between the DU/CU and the application MEC
nodes (shown as MEC-2 in Fig. 1). This can be
done by configuring the vPON slice of OLT-1 (at
MEC-1) to include the OLT at the MEC-2 as if it
were an ONU and send the traffic to MEC-2 over
the next downlink period of the same vPON slice.
It should be noted that here we assume a worst-
case scenario, where the packet waits for the next
downlink frame to start, although this could be fur-
ther optimised in future work. Its path is illustrated
with blue-colored dashed line in Fig. 1. In this
case an uplink transmission (in the 1st-tier) is fol-
lowed by a downlink transmission (in the 2nd-tier),
thus the packet does not need to wait for a DBA
scheduling round or implement a complex inter-
PON Co-DBA coordination.

Simulation and Results
The use case presented above was simulated
using OMNET++. The base architecture for the
simulation setup follows a MESH-PON framework
(for example as described in detail in7), with fi-
bre distances reported in Fig. 1 and with the fol-
lowing enhancements. On the wireless side, two
user traffic arrival processes (normal and URLLC)
are created following different Poisson processes.
The CGS is abstracted in the wireless side as a
set of PRBs that are statically pre-allocated when-
ever URLLC traffic arrives. Here, each RU uses
4 MIMO antennas and a 7.2 split, operating over
100MHz of bandwidth, where 10% of the PRBs
are semi-statically allocated/reserved as CGS re-
sources that UEs can acquire for transmitting im-
mediately. The transport architecture implements
a MESH-PON with two tier vPON transport, with
the enhanced Co-DBA proposed in this paper and
the uplink-to-downlink switching scheme. The
DU/CU processing time can vary depending on
many factors. In order to include this type of la-
tency, in this work we have allowed a time that
is equal to the slot time (making the assumption
that processing time is proportional to time slot,
as shorter solt duration poses shorter timing win-
dow for the CU/DU stack processing11).

Fig. 2 shows the end-to-end latency, measured
both at RU-DU interface and at the application
level (i.e., end-to-end), of our proposed mecha-
nism, against the traffic load on the PON. This
figure also illustrates the end-to-end latency dif-
ference between the URLLC traffic (where we em-
ploy the two-tier vPON scheme) and the normal
traffic (which uses ordinary RAN scheduling, Co-

DBA and a main OLT at a CO that is 50 km
away). As can be seen, our proposed scheme
can achieve end-to-end (application-level) aver-
age latency just above 1 ms (red bar), with maxi-
mum latency around 1.7 ms. This is unaffected by
load until around 95% traffic, when the maximum
latency increases above 2 ms.

Fig. 2: Average and Max latency for different traffic
types and PON load (slot time =0.5ms).

A way to further reduce latency is to reduce the
RAN slot duration from 0.5 ms (used for fig. 2), to
0.25 ms. This is shown in Fig. 3. Using a shorter
NR slot configurations (for e.g, mini-slot configu-
ration of 250 microseconds), we are able to meet
sub millisecond latency (both average and max)
up to 75% load.

Fig. 3: Average end-to-end application-level latency at
different traffic load for time slot of 0.25ms and 0.5ms.
Conclusions
In this paper we have shown how the use of a vir-
tualised MESH-PON with coordinated scheduling
can be instrumental in supporting URLLC latency
requirements below 1 ms, on a network topol-
ogy covering distances up to 20 km. The use of
MESH-PON is key to support low-cost connectiv-
ity to enable densification of small cells and MEC
nodes, which is a key factor for delivering the high
capacity, reliability and coverage required by be-
yond 5G networks and applications.
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